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Name:  ______________________________________________________ 
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY 

ECE x70 Exam No. 1 (100pts. - 25% of the final grade) 

General Remarks 
This exam is limited open notes. You can have up to 3 double-side letter-size pages of notes that are stapled together and 

signed.  Notes must not be exchanged during exam.  No textbooks, computer, calculators or cell phones.  Do not use back 

side without authorization as it may not be graded.   

DL: __ ERR: __ PTS: __ MPTS: __ MGR: __ 
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points, MPTS – total midterm points, MGR – total midterm grade. 

Problem 1A (20pts.) 
Consider the following function FN, and a main program that utilizes it.  

Assume no pointer or other typecasting errors, and that operating system does not catch out of range 

memory access.  Indicate what will be printed. Use “???” for unpredictable values. 

#include <iostream> 

void FN(int &a, int& b, int c, int *d) { 

    a = 201, b = 202, c = 203, *d = 204; 

    { 

        int b, e; 

        a = 301; b = 302; c = 303; *d = 304, e = 305; 

        int a; 

    } 

    a = (int)401, b = (int)402, c = (int)403;  *d = (int)404; d = (int*)405; 

} 

void main() { 

    int a = 101, b = 102, c = 103, d = 104, e = 105; 

    FN(b, c, (int)&d, &a); 

    std::cout << a << " " << b << " " << c << " " << d << " " << e << std::endl; 

} /* PRINTED: 

  _____     _____     _____     _____     _____     _____ 

  Note: some fields may remain blank, each mistake costs 3 points until 20 */ 

Problem 1B Quick Questions (5pts.) 
Answer the questions either by writing in an answer into a blank, or circling correct one from the list: 

 The range of values that can be stored in int16_t variable is between _______ and _______ 

 C/C++ language standard defines that when you reach the maximum value of IEEE standard float variable 

and increase it by adding 1.0F then the new value will be: 

 -1   0   1   same/unchanged   Inf   NaN/Ind   undefined-by-standard 

 To prevent compiler warning when putting double value into float variable one uses: 

   nothing is needed   static_cast   const_cast   reinterpret_cast 

 The loop    for (double x=1; x>0; x=x/2) ; Answer: runs_forever  ends  crashes 
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Problem 2A (20pts.) 
Analyze and complete the provided program.  Additional clues are in variable names, comments and text 

printed to the screen.  Some blanks may not have to be filled. 

#include <cstddef>  /* size_t    */ 

#include <cstring>  /* strlen(.) */ 

#include <iostream> 

#include <____________________> 

using namespace std; 

int main() { 

    char inName[80]; 

    cout << "Read text from: "; cin. __________ (inName, 80); 

    __________ inFile; 

    inFile. __________ ( ____________________); 

    if (!inFile. __________ ())  

        { cout << "ERROR: Cannot open!" << endl; return(1); } 

    size_t line_count = 0U; 

    for (;;) { 

        char line[256]; 

        inFile. __________ (line, __________ ); 

        if ( inFile. __________ () ) break; 

        line_count++; 

    } 

    inFile.clear(); inFile. __________ (); 

    cout << line_count << " lines read." << endl; 

    return(0); 

} 

Problem 2B Quick Questions (5pts.) 
Answer the following questions by circling correct one from the list: 
The same file can be open simultanously  

for reading and for writing using two file variables:                  false   true 

 

The same file can be open simultanously 

for reading using two file variables:                                  false   true 

 

The same file can be open simultanously  

for reading and for appending using two file variables:                false   true 

 

Writing to a file that is already open for writing will never fail:  false   true 

 

The same file can be open for writing, closed,  

and then reopened for reading in the same program:                    false   true 
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Problem 3A (20pts.) 

Implement the function that checks the provided string for the correct format of the BU phone 

number. If the format, area code and the first three digits match then the function return the four 

digit string of the extension. Otherwise, the function returns an empty string. Make sure that you do 

not access out of range character positions on incoming strings that are too short. See the provided 

examples below. 

Passed data: "309-677-2727" return value: "" 

 "(309) 677-2734"  "2734" 

 "3096772801"  "" 

 "(309) 677-2756"  "2756" 

 "(309)-677-3564"  "" 

 "(309)677-2972"  "" 

 "(309) 6772727"  "" 

 "(309) 676-7611"  "" 

 "(502) 852 6314"  "" 

 "(502) 677 6314"  "" 

 ""  "" 

 
string extension(const string & data) { 

    string result=""; 

 

 

    if (data.__________() ___ 14) { 

 

 

        if ( data.__________( __________, __________ ) == "(309) 677-" ) { 

 

             

        result = __________.__________(__________, __________ ); 

 

 

 

 

        } 

    } 

    return( result ); 

} // Pay attention to use of “”s and ‘’s as they mean different data types! 

Problem 3B Quick Questions (5pts.) 
Answer the following questions by circling correct one from the list: 
 

Provide the most efficient way to check  

if a string S is empty                            if ( ____________________) 

 

Assuming that a string S contains at least eight 

characters print the 5th,6th and 7th character      cout<<____________________; 
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Problem 4 (25pts.) 
Analyze the functionality and complete blanks in the provided class definition.  Use const methods when 

possible. Not all blanks need to be filled. 

#include <cstdint> 

#include <string> 

#include <iostream> 

using namespace std; 

… 

class SeqCnt { 

private: 

    string seq; // sequence of characters 

    size_t cnt; // number of occurences 

public: 

// initialize seq to empty string and count to zero 

 

SeqCnt() : seq(""), cnt(__________) {_________} 

// initialize seq to newseq string and count to one 

 

SeqCnt(const string newseq) : seq(__________ ), cnt(__________) {_________} 

// print the value of seq followed by cnt in the format sss(xccc) to the stream out 

    void print(ostream& out) __________ {  

 

        __________ << __________ << "(x" << __________ << ")"; 

    } 

// increases the cnt in this object by one 

 

    void OneMoreFound() __________ { __________ } 

// implemented later in .CPP file 

    bool hasSameSeq(const SeqCnt& another) __________; 

    bool hasSmallerCountThan(const SeqCnt& another) __________; 

}; …  

-- 

#include "seqcnt.h" 

// check if the object other has the same value of seq as *this object 

 

_________ bool _________ hasSameSeq(const SeqCnt& other) _________ {  

 

        return( __________ == __________ ); } 

// compare the cnt values of *this object with the cnt value of another 

// return true if this object has smaller cnt than other, false otherwise 

 

_________ bool _________ hasSmallerCountThan(const SeqCnt& other) ________ { 

 

        return( __________ < __________ ); } 


